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Abstract: Artificial intelligence (AI) has become popularworldwide after technological breakthroughs
in the early 2010s. Accordingly, many organizations and individuals have been using AI for various
applications. Previous research has been dominated by case studies regarding the industrial use of
AI, although how time‑series changes affect users’ perceptions has not been clarified yet. This study
analyzes time‑series changes in AI perceptions through text mining from nonfinancial information
obtained from Japanese firms’ disclosures. The main findings of this study are as follows: first, per‑
ceptions of AI vary across industries; second, the business sector has progressed through the stages
of recognition, investment, strategization, commercialization, and monetization. This transition is
concurrent with each category’s evolving interpretation of the innovator theory proposed by Rogers
(2003), to some extent. Third, it took approximately a decade from the breakthrough technology
to the monetization by Japanese firms. Our findings underline the importance of speeding up the
organizational process through intervention and contribution to the areas regarding “diffusion of
innovation” and perceptual characteristics.

Keywords: AI; diffusion of innovation; perception; nonfinancial information; text mining

1. Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) has gained popularity since the early 2010s and has been

widely used in various applications, such as chatbots, smartphone facial recognition, video
scripting, and recommendations. AI itself is an innovation, and it also leads to other inno‑
vations in the social [1,2], education [3], and healthcare [4,5] fields. Although there are
potential adverse employment [6], legal [7,8], and ethical aspects [2,9] of AI, it has been
highly adopted by almost all areas due to its technological impact.

Businesses are also using AI; in fact, the business sector is a leading actor in social
transformation using AI and other innovations. With the development of AI technology
and increased computational power, firms are usingAI to analyze large amounts of data to
create new industries, products, and services to generate revenue [10,11]. The relevant data
will be used in decision‑making [12], logistics [13,14], and human resource management
(HRM) [15] to reduce costs. These applications are summarized by the terms Industry 4.0,
Industry 5.0, and Digital Transformation [13,16].

Studies on AI are primarily conceptual model‑building studies, reviews, and case
studies. The advanced case studies showcase a spectrum of adoption timelines and strate‑
gies among firms. The variances in adopting new technologies such as AI underscore the
need for a robust framework to comprehend the multifaceted nature of adopting innova‑
tions across firms.

Understanding the different paces and approaches to AI adoption across firms re‑
quires a theoretical framework considering the psychological and sociological dimensions
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involved in embracing innovative technologies. AsRogers [17] stated, adopting innovation
is both a psychological and sociological process. Not only individuals but also organiza‑
tions differ psychologically; accordingly, firms’ adoption of innovations is influenced by
the decision‑making processes and attitudes of decision makers in the organization. Con‑
sequently, some firms will adopt AI faster and others slower. Conservative firms may be
reluctant to adopt AI; therefore, the penetration of the innovation across the business sec‑
tor will require some time, during which firms may either adopt AI or exit the market due
to competition. In addition, perceptions of AI and its applicability will evolve with the
diffusion stage.

This study aims to understand the perception of AI in the Japanese business sector
over time. How has the perception of AI evolved over time? And how do the perceptions
of earlier adopters differ from those of later adopters? By addressing these questions, this
study analyzes changes in Japanese firm’ perceptions of AI through text mining of non‑
financial information. The results of the analysis will identify factors that influence the
speed of AI adoption in the business sector.

Japanese firms are characterized by accepting foreign technologies in the ICT sector.
From the 2010s until the development of generative AI, GAFAM (Google, Amazon, Face‑
book, Apple, and Microsoft) and BAT (Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent), which are U.S. and
Chinese big‑tech companies, have led the ICT sector [18]. Japanese firms occupied an im‑
portant position in the global economy in the 1990s but are not currently global leaders in
the industry. Analyzing the case of Japanese firms is relevant because they can serve as a
reference for many countries that are not advanced in the ICT industry.

To this end, Section 2 discusses two related studies. The first is about AI and innova‑
tionmanagement, the second considers the innovation theory, and the third considers non‑
financial information possibilities. Section 3 describes the analysis method, and Section 4
presents the results obtained. Section 5 discusses the results and Section 6 summarizes
the conclusions.

2. Related Research
2.1. AI and Innovation Management

AI is changing how businesses operate, including innovation management. AI is ex‑
pected to provide new opportunities for innovation management and reshape innovation
practices in organizations. The innovation process is a four‑stage process: (1) discovery
and creation of new ideas, (2) selection of these ideas, (3) experimentation, and (4) devel‑
opment and commercialization. AI is considered more useful in the later stages of the
innovation process than the earlier stage because AI is useful for later tasks that do not
require as much creativity [19].

However, several caveats need to be considered when using AI. The first is in HRM.
HRMusingAI produces positive outcomes such as employee job satisfaction, commitment,
employee engagement, and participation, improving employee performance. However, it
has also been noted to increase employee turnover [20]. The second is the reform of organi‑
zational processeswhen adopting the innovations. Research on the adoption of blockchain
technology indicates that employee training and business processes must be restructured
for organizations to take advantage of new technology [21].

These points need to be addressed forAI to be used infirms. Depending onhowquickly
and appropriately they respond, firms are classified into four categories: AI‑Frontrunners,
that take the most advanced implementation approach to AI‑based innovation manage‑
ment; AI‑Practitioners, that take a pragmatic approach to AI implementation and seek to
achieve results with limited resources; AI‑Occasional Innovators, that makeminimal effort
concerning the relevance of AI‑based innovation management; and Non‑AI Innovators [22].
These classifications indicate differences in the speed of AI adoption among firms and im‑
plies that the social penetration of AI takes time. However, few studies have addressed
this point. The differences in the speed of adoption or diffusion are then modeled using
Rogers’ innovator theory.
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2.2. Innovation Adoption and the Adoption Process
Innovation does not always lead to rapid diffusion because of the process by which

people and organizations adopt innovations. According to Rogers [17], there are five steps
for individuals to adopt innovation: knowledge, persuasion, adoption, implementation, and
confirmation. Individuals recognize and learn about the existence and function of the in‑
novation (knowledge), form favorable or unfavorable attitudes toward the innovation (per‑
suasion), and decide whether to adopt or reject the innovation (adoption). Subsequently, if
adopted, the innovation is used (implementation). However, additional information about
the innovation can either strengthen attitudes toward it or cause individuals to abandon
it (confirmation). Different psychological responses divide consumers into five categories
according to the well‑known innovator theory: innovators, who recognize the value of
novelty and are the first to adopt innovations; early adopters, who are not as radical as in‑
novators but are sensitive to industry trends and have influence over their surroundings;
early majorities, who are cautious about innovation; late majorities, who are skeptical or
reluctant to adopt innovations; and laggards, who are the last to adopt innovations. Thus,
diffusion throughout society can be understood as taking place in stages and taking time.

Case studies based on the innovator theory have been ubiquitous, even in recent years.
For example, in the agricultural sector, one study analyzed farmers’ adoption of precision
farming and site‑specific management [23]. Another study analyzed the adopters of IoT
smart farming technologies [24]. Both studies found that education level, understanding
of the technology, and age affect the speed of adoption. Moreover, in the sustainability
sector, the diffusion of more sustainable diets has been analyzed [25]. Demographic char‑
acteristics, such as gender, age, education level, household size, and region of affiliation,
were determined to be influential. EV diffusion was also influenced by gender, education
level, environmental opinions, and adopters’ influence [26].

Rogers also modeled the organizational adoption of innovations. Organizations iden‑
tify the organizational problem that innovation can solve (agenda‑setting) and then align
the organizational problem with the innovation (matching). The innovation is adapted
to the organization’s needs (redefinition/restructuring), and then the relationship between
the organization and the innovation is clarified (clarifying). Finally, innovation becomes a
standard part of the organization’s internal operations (routinizing). Management schol‑
ars have studied how organizations deal with various issues when adopting innovation.
These organizational theory studies are based on Rogers’ theory [27].

The first research gap concerns the business sector as a unit of analysis. Although
there are microlevel analyses of individuals and organizations, few studies present an
overview of the business sector or society. In particular, the business sector may have
a unique perception because it is trying to build a competitive advantage in its business
environment. The second research gap is the importance of perception. Previous research
has reported that the diffusion of innovations is a matter of adopter discretion. In other
words, it is not important whether AI is adopted. From our research interest, it is impor‑
tant how perceptions of AI have changed. However, previous studies have often focused
on the characteristics of the adopter category, with little research on the change in per‑
ceptions behind adoption. The business sector will have different perceptions of AI, from
recognition to generating revenue.

2.3. Diverse Datasets and Nonfinancial Information Possibilities
A time‑series analysis of AI perceptions of business sector must be conducted, which

requires a dataset that meets the conditions. The first dataset often used in innovation re‑
search is a survey. Moreover, it is necessary to collect data regularly to clarify the status
of the same firms. For instance, the Japanese Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communica‑
tions has conducted a long‑term survey to collect data [28]. These panel data are used to
reveal aspects of corporate R&D. However, it is difficult to understand changes in percep‑
tion using this method because the questions must be concise to collect data from many
firms. Although questionnaires help clarify the facts at a given point in time, conducting a
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long‑term survey in advance to assess the importance of a particular upcoming technology
is difficult. The second dataset is a collection of patents. For instance, R&D intensity and
diversity are calculated from patent data and reveal a firm’s R&D activities [28]. How‑
ever, analysis using patents can only be performed by firms that have acquired the patents.
Some firms may not obtain patents owing to their business model, or they may not ap‑
ply for patents to maintain confidentiality. In addition, firms that only adopt innovations
and do not create innovations are excluded from the patent database. The third dataset
comprises financial data [28,29]. Although financial data are often used to measure the
impact of innovation on performance, some studies use R&D expenditures as a proxy for
innovation. One study using financial data found that R&D expenditures are adjusted to
be a fixed percentage of employment and sales [30]. Although these studies are useful
for analyzing firm R&D, their sample size is limited to firms engaged in R&D activities.
In addition, firms that employ innovation without R&D are excluded. In summary, the
datasets used so far in the empirical analysis have some advantages; however, there are
difficulties related to understanding the importance of the questionnaire items in advance
and in analyzing firms that have not obtained patents or conducted R&D.

Our study focuses on nonfinancial information as a dataset. Nonfinancial information
generally refers to information other than that in financial statements disclosed to stake‑
holders [31] and descriptive information rather than numerical data. Previous research
has conducted a text analysis of Management’s Discussion and Analysis of the Financial
Condition and Results of Operations (MD&A) [32,33]. For example, the tone ofMD&A can
predict firms’ investment activity [34] and dramatic changes in firms’ capital structure [35],
which have received considerable research attention but have not been implemented exten‑
sively in innovation research.

Is AI adoption really disclosed in nonfinancial information? The first theoretical back‑
ground is signaling theory [36]. There is information asymmetry between firms and in‑
vestors; firms know the details of their operations, while investors do not. Voluntary dis‑
closure by firms is one way to address this asymmetry [37]. Some studies have discussed
the relationship between firm innovation and disclosure [38,39]. Given the societal interest
in AI, information asymmetry with investors can be addressed by disclosing information
about AI applications. The second theoretical background is impression management. It
has been observed that organizations (and individuals) not only objectively describe the
facts they face but also consciously or subconsciously control the direction of stakeholders’
understanding [40]. Even if information asymmetry between firms and investors were
addressed, firms would still attempt to control stakeholders’ understanding of the firms.
ImplementingAI, a cutting‑edge technologywith high public interest, is likely to create the
impression that a firm is advanced. Accordingly, we believe that the text of nonfinancial
information is useful for analyzing firms’ perceptions over time.

The theoretical background can be summarized for the interests of this study as fol‑
lows. Rogers’ innovator theory shows that AI diffuses throughout society and that there
are differences in perceptions and changes through the stages of AI diffusion. This demon‑
strates the importance of perception before or along with innovation adoption. According
to signaling theory and impression management theory, managers have incentives to ac‑
tively disclose AI adoption, an advanced technology that society is paying attention to.
However, it is difficult to analyze overall trends in perception using existing datasets. Thus,
analyzing the text of securities reports effectively reveals the actual diffusion of AI to the
business sector, as described in the next section.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data Collection

The data used in this study are taken from the text of Japanese firms’ annual and
quarterly security reports. Examining quarterly reports allows for an understanding of AI
adoption on a finer time scale. Datawere extracted from eol, a corporate financial database.
The dataset was obtained from a full‑text search of this database using “AI” or “jinkōchinō”,
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which means artificial intelligence in Japanese. The data are taken from the entire docu‑
ment, not limited to MD&A, because AI could be mentioned in other sections, such as “AI
officers” or “AI business segments”.

There are three data acquisition points. First, data collection began in 2016. An‑
nual/quarterly reportswere digitalized since Japan’s fiscal year ended inMarch 2004. How‑
ever, after organizing the data, we found that the quantity of data for the period 2004–2015
was relatively small (792 documents for the 10 years) (Figure 1). Therefore, we chose 2016
as the starting point. Second, the end of data collection was December 2022. It has been
argued that generative AI, which began to spread sincemid‑2022, may have a qualitatively
different impact on society than previous AI technologies [41,42]. Third, the present study
uses the calendar year, whereas Japanese firms submit their annual/quarterly reports us‑
ing the fiscal year, mostly April to March. This is because annual/quarterly reports are
written considering subsequent events and social contexts that occur after the fiscal year
end until disclosure.
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The data contained in eol include not only firms listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange
(TSE) and local stock exchanges but also all firms that have filed with Electronic Disclo‑
sure for Investors’ NETwork (EDINET), which is the Japanese version of the electronic
information disclosure system for disclosed documents established under the Financial In‑
struments and Exchange Act in Japan. Therefore, firms that have ceased operations owing
to bankruptcy or merger and nonlisted firms that voluntarily filed documents are also in‑
cluded in EDINET. These firms are included in our dataset to understand perceptions of
the overall Japanese business sector.

The dataset consisted of 31,476 documents for the period 2016–2022. Due to the spec‑
ification of the database, when a full‑text search is performed, only characters within a
certain range are extracted before and after the search query. There are approximately
514 million total characters, including Japanese characters, letters, numbers, and symbols,
with an average of 163.4 characters per document and a standard deviation of 39.0 charac‑
ters. Note that some sentences or words may begin in the middle of a sentence or word;
however, no special treatment was made for this.
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3.2. Data Procedure
We have organized several words. The first criterion is consolidating Japanese and

English words with the same meaning. The second criterion is consolidating Japanese
synonyms (Appendix A). This data cleaning includes three types of “AI”: AI, “jinkōchinō”,
and artificial intelligence in English, meaning that terms in Japanese, English, and abbrevi‑
ations can appear parallel in the extracted data. In the case of the text “jinkōchinō (Artificial
Intelligence: AI)”, the term AI appears three times in one document. However, this is
not a significant problem in this study because the perception of AI is more important
than AI itself.

3.3. Analysis
The first analysis step is to conduct descriptive statistics to capture the whole picture.

Have all industries mentioned AI equally, or is there bias? We used the 10 industry classi‑
fications of the TSE as our standard. The correspondence between the 33 and 10 industries
is shown in Table 1. We supplemented the data for firms whose industries were unknown
by conducting Internet searches.

Table 1. Ten and thirty‑three industries in Japan (https://www.jpx.co.jp/sicc/sectors/nlsgeu0000032
9wk‑att/gyousyu.pdf, accessed on 29 January 2024).

10 Industries 33 Industries

Fisheries/Agriculture Fisheries and Agriculture

Mining Mining

Construction Construction

Manufacturing

Foodstuffs, Textiles, Pulp & Paper, Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals, Petroleum and Coal Products,
Rubber Products, Glass & Ceramics Products, Iron and Steel, Nonferrous Metals, Metal Products,

Machinery, Electrical equipment, Transportation equipment,
Precision Equipment, Other Products

Electricity/Gas Electricity and Gas

Transportation/ICT Land Transportation, Marine Transportation, Air Transportation, Warehousing and
Transportation, Information and Communication,

Commerce Wholesale and Retail Trade

Finance/Insurance Banking, Securities and Commodity Futures Trading, Insurance, Other Financial Industry

Real estate Real Estate

Service Service

An independence test was conducted to analyze whether any relationship exists be‑
tween the number of firms per industry and the number of documents. As an illustration,
data from 2022were used for both the number of firms per industry and the number of doc‑
uments. The number of firms per industry was obtained from the TSE website. A residual
analysis will continue if there is a significant difference in the independence test. We used
Bellcurve (version 3.20) as software for the independence test and residual analysis.

Second, thedatawere analyzed. First, in the Japanesemorphological analysis, four words
were forced to be extracted, namely, “cloud”, “big data”, “machine learning”, and “5G”,
because these were broken down into multiple words despite their meaning in our prelim‑
inary analysis. Three words, “tsuki” (month), “nendo” (fiscal year), and “heisei” (a regnal
name from Japan’s past), are added to the stop‑words in addition to the default settings
of the text mining software described below because they appear many times but have
no meaning.

After the morphological analysis, we performed text mining, which is the discovery
of new, previously unknown information by a computer by automatically extracting infor‑
mation from different written resources [43]. This method has been used since before data
science became popular. It is characterized by (1) the accumulation of studies and (2) the

https://www.jpx.co.jp/sicc/sectors/nlsgeu00000329wk-att/gyousyu.pdf
https://www.jpx.co.jp/sicc/sectors/nlsgeu00000329wk-att/gyousyu.pdf
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high reproducibility of results because it does not use stochastic models. Therefore, it was
chosen as the main tool for this study.

(1) Co‑occurrence network analysis was conducted to obtain a comprehensive view
of the word. Co‑occurrence network analysis is a combination of co‑occurrence analysis
which explores co‑occurrence relationships of words, and network analysis [44]. The re‑
sult of the co‑occurrence network is represented by a diagram consisting of nodes (circles
indicatingword frequency) and edges (lines indicating co‑occurrence frequencies between
words). Nodes with high co‑occurrence frequencies are clustered to provide a comprehen‑
sive view of the data [45]. This analysis can reveal the context of a large volume of text
by focusing on frequently used words and visualizing their relationships. However, note
that the results are interpreted by humans and thus have certain limitations.

Subsequently, (2) correspondence analysis determines the characteristics of the time‑
series change in AI perception. Correspondence analysis is a method of data analysis that
graphically represents tabular data [46]. It is frequently used in text mining because it can
effectively illustrate the relationship betweenwords and other variables [47,48]. Two types
of correspondence analysis were performed: (a) time‑series analysis and (b) innovation
theory‑based analysis. In the co‑occurrence network and subsequent correspondence anal‑
ysis, 75 of the 95 words with more than 2000 occurrences were included (Appendix B).

Figure 2 demonstrates the accumulated number of firms that mention AI each year
and those that mention AI for the first time. The number of newly mentioned firms has
gradually decreased, peaking at 414 in 2018. According to Rogers’ theory, earlier adopter
firms (innovators and early adopters) account for 16.5% of the total and 33% up to the peak
year. For the cumulative number of firms up to the peak year 2018, 47% of the firms men‑
tioned in 2016 were included, representing a large margin of error. However, we used
the data as‑is because subdividing to the monthly level would create inconsistencies be‑
tween annual reports with more pages and quarterly reports with fewer pages. Thus,
790 newly mentioned firms in 2017–2018 constitute the early majority, whereas 933 firms
out of 1127 newly mentioned firms in 2019–2021 constitute the late majority. Because gen‑
erative AI may become widespread after 2023, we consider firms that start mentioning
AI in 2022 to be laggards. After filtering the data to only the year when each firm began
mentioning the innovation, there were a total of 6055 data points. We will perform a cor‑
responding analysis of the text data and four categories of innovator theory.
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For co‑occurrence network and correspondence analyses, we used KH coder (version
3 Alpha), a popular Japanese text‑mining software [45]. KH coder saves the results of co‑
occurrence network analysis in graphical HTML format, from which we manually trans‑
lated the Japanese words into English. All correspondence analysis results are saved in
csv format and manually translated into English.

4. Result
4.1. Descriptive Statistics

Figure 3 shows the percentage of documentsmentioned by industry. Three industries,
transportation/ICT, manufacturing, and services, account for approximately 85% of the
total data. The remaining seven industries represent approximately 15% of the total. The
data breakdown indicates that the transportation/ICT industry accounts formore than 50%,
themanufacturing industry has increased to approximately 20% since 2016, and the service
industry represents approximately 15%, indicating that the proportion of these industries
has remained stable.
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Figure 4 plots the number of firms by industry. Although the number of firms in
the finance and insurance industry declined slightly between 2021 and 2022, the number
of firms in other industries rose. The transportation/ICT sector represented 46.9% of the
total in 2016 but less than 30% in 2022. The most notable expansion occurred in the man‑
ufacturing industry, where the percentage increased from 18.8% to 32.8% between 2016
and 2022. Other industries generally remained unchanged. This indicates that the trans‑
portation/ICT industry initially focused on AI, and the manufacturing industry eventually
took notice.

Figure 5 illustrates the annual number of documents per firm, which increasedmoder‑
ately from an average of 2.9 in 2016 to 5.3 in 2022. The transportation/ICT industry stands
out, with nearly three times more mentions of AI than the other industries, from an aver‑
age of 3.2 in 2016 to 9.5 in 2022. The next most prominent industry is real estate, which has
seen an increase in AI mentions since 2019 and is second only to the transportation/ICT
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industry between 2020 and 2021. Meanwhile, the average number of mentions in the man‑
ufacturing industry has remained stable at around 3.0.
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We then conducted an independence test to determine whether there is a correlation
between the number of firms per industry and the number of documents disclosed in 2022.
The result of the analysis was χ2 = 216.12 with p < 0.01. The residual analysis revealed
that more firms in the transportation/ICT industry mentioned AI than expected (p < 0.01),
while fewer finance/commerce/manufacturing firmsmentionedAI than expected (p < 0.01),
suggesting that the accumulated poles of AI mentions vary by industry.

4.2. Co‑Occurrence Network Analysis
Figure 6 shows the results of the co‑occurrence network analysis using data from all

industries for all time periods. The words are divided into several groups. The overall
result indicates that during a changing business environment (red), a group uses AI to
conduct newbusiness (green) in the information industry (orange). We aim to analyze data
(brown), conduct R&D (gray), provide new services (pink), improve operational efficiency
(purple), and increase productivity (yellow). As a result, they achieved financial results in
consolidated accounting (light blue).
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Thus, we interpret that firms are aware of AI‑related environmental changes and are
advancing R&D to produce business results in response to these environmental changes.

4.3. Correspondence Analysis
4.3.1. Time‑Series Analysis

Figure 7 demonstrates the correspondence analysis results for the entire period, start‑
ing from the second quadrant in 2016, moving counterclockwise, and reaching the first
quadrant in 2022. The period 2016–2017 was surrounded by important future technologies
related to “big data”, “cloud”, and “robots”; thus, this period is categorized as the recog‑
nition stage. Meanwhile, 2018 is more closely associated with the terms “new”, “growth”,
“positive”, and “investment”. It is now considered that AI has been recognized indepen‑
dently among related technologies and has become a unique area to invest in; thus, this
period is called the investment stage. The period 2019–2020 is the stage of incorporation
into strategy; accordingly, the terms “environment”, “expansion”, and “increase” aremen‑
tioned in 2019, whereas “management”, “group”, “value”, and “deployment” dominate in
2020. This indicates that the perception of AI evolved to be integrated into business strate‑
gies in response to the environmental change underlying AI expansion. A group response
policy is evident. Simultaneously, the terms “operations”, “RPA”, “production”, and “ef‑
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ficiency” are close to one another. Accordingly, it can be stated that AI technology will
be used to improve production efficiency to achieve AI‑related strategies. This period is
called the strategization stage.
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The 2021–2022 period can be considered the commercialization and monetization
stage. In 2021, the terms “business”, “development”, and “implementation” were promi‑
nent, indicating that AI business was being implemented. In 2022, the words “sales”, “seg‑
ment”, “revenue”, and “accounting” were dominant, reflecting the commitment to using
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In summary, integrating AI technology into business structures involves the process
of the recognition, investment, strategization, commercialization, andmonetization stages,
as depicted in Figure 8.
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4.3.2. Innovation Theory−Based Analysis
Figure 9 shows the results of the correspondence analysis based on innovation theory.

Figures 7 and 9 appear similar, however while Figure 7 samples the text of all firms in
a given year, Figure 9 uses only the text of firms in each adopter category. Accordingly,
four categories are proposed: earlier adopters, early majorities, late majorities, and lag‑
gards. Earlier adopters recognized AI as a related technology, such as “big data”, “IT”,
“cloud”, and “robotics”. The early majorities focused on the future prospects of “invest‑
ment”, “growth”, “aggressiveness”, and “change”. Meanwhile, the late majorities pre‑
ferred to focus on “management”, “groups”, “human resources”, “operations”, and “ef‑
ficiency”, which are management functions. The laggards in 2022 mostly mentioned ac‑
counting terms, such as “revenue”, “segment”, and “sales”, in addition to the marketing‑
related terms “customer”, “build”, and “solution”. In other words, the focus of partici‑
pants shifted to technology awareness (earlier adopters), future investment (early majori‑
ties), group strategies and applications (late majorities), and marketing and accounting
(laggards). This flow is similar to the stages of AI perception depicted in Figure 8.
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Note that there is no evidence that the latter category referred to or updated the inter‑
pretation of the former category; however, we argue that the interpretation of AI changed
as a new category with a new interpretation of AI entered the market. Moreover, new
interpretations could have attracted the next category.

5. Discussion
Based on text mining conducted on nonfinancial information, the results underscore

the following four points. (1) The transportation/ICT industry was the most positive about
AI, while finance/commerce/manufacturing industries were less positive. (2) The business
sector went through five stages until AI was monetized, namely, recognition, investment,
strategization, commercialization, and monetization, in what can be considered the “five‑
stage model” of AI adoption. (3) Firms’ changing interpretations may have influenced the
progress through the stages. (4) It took a decade between the development of revolutionary
AI technologies and monetization by firms.
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Each of the model’s five stages is defined as follows. The recognition stage is the
initial phase when businesses become aware of AI technology and its potential impact.
In the investment stage, businesses start investing resources in AI, including financial in‑
vestment, research, and talent acquisition. The strategization stage is when businesses
develop strategic plans for integrating AI into their operations and products. During the
commercialization stage, businesses develop and launch AI‑driven products or services in
the market. The monetization stage is when firms profit by using AI. Thus, the analysis
in this study demonstrates that adopting AI is not a single decision point, but a multistep
process. We will discuss the five‑stage model of AI and its relation to innovator theory.

5.1. Contributions
Thefirst contribution captures thediffusionof innovation and the corresponding change

in perceptions across the business sector. AI is already being used inmany businesseswith
positive results. There are two categories of firms: those that actively use AI and those that
do not. Rogers’ innovation theory is one of the critical frameworks for understanding the
field of innovation, and this difference between firms needs to be analyzed. Although inno‑
vation theory focuses on the perceptions of adopters, how society and the business sector
perceive AI has not been discussed. Despite the various strengths of in‑depth case studies
and empirical analyses using questionnaires, patent data, and financial data, filling this
research gap is challenging. By analyzing nonfinancial information, this study organizes
perceptions of the business sector as awhole into a five‑stagemodel, which can help fill the
research gap on changing social perceptions associated with the diffusion of innovation.

The second contribution is Rogers’ theory of innovation. Innovation theory classifies
the five adopter categories, each with a unique mindset. For example, innovators are the
first to adopt innovations because they prefer to take risks, whereas laggards are the slow‑
est because they value tradition. The five‑stage model in this study reveals intermediate
perceptions between these adopter characteristics and actual behavior. Figure 10 is a mod‑
ification of Figure 8 that incorporates the adopter categories.
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Figure 10 suggests that each adopter category is associated with its perception stage.
Innovators and early adopters are thosewho first adopt innovation at the recognition stage.
The early majority adopts innovations at the investment stage. Late majorities enter at the
strategization stage, and laggards finally adopt innovations during the commercialization
and monetization stages. Innovator theory suggests that later adopters make decisions
by observing the actions of earlier adopters. Our model shows that the adopter category
has a unique business perception of innovation. For example, late majorities may observe
early majorities investing in innovation and late majorities disclose that innovation has
been incorporated into their strategy. Our five‑stage model can illustrate that the adopter
category has a unique business perception of innovation to some extent. However, the
relationship is complicated by the lack of examples, which is discussed in Section 5.3.

5.2. Implications
The first implication of this study is that text analysis of security reports is useful in

the broader field of management studies. Some areas of management studies are difficult
to measure quantitatively, with a prime example being management innovation (MI) [49].
MI encompasses innovations that are so difficult to grasp in terms of substance, such as
organizational reforms and new management techniques, that MI has proven very chal‑
lenging. Therefore, existing studies have used case studies [50] and questionnaires [51].
Further quantification may be possible using nonfinancial information even if considered
important by topmanagement. In addition, this method allows for analyzing firms and in‑
novations with little news value. Print media indicators are sometimes used to analyze the
diffusion of management methods [52]. However, news value strongly impacts coverage
and quantity, especially in newspapers [53]; hence, there are more prominent firms, more
news, and vice versa. This makes it difficult to analyze the actual state of dissemination.
However, the corpus using full‑text searches of security reports can also solve the problem
posed by high and low news value items.

The second implication is a practical issue. Firms must accelerate their investments
to speed up innovation diffusion because they are the main players driving social and eco‑
nomic change. The five‑stage model underscores that bottlenecks are common in the orga‑
nizational process of adopting innovation. Intervention by public organizations would be
effective in accelerating this process for rapid social/economic change.

5.3. Limitations
Despite these contributions and implications, the exploratory nature of this study has

several limitations. The first limitation is posed by the corpus. Our corpus was obtained
from a full‑text search of the database, but the search results are limited to a certain number
of characters by the database specifications, not paragraphs. Retrieving the text in para‑
graphs might make it possible to clarify the perception more precisely. The second limita‑
tion is interpretation. As typified by text mining, natural language processing (NLP) can
quantitatively analyze a large amount of text. However, bias can be introducedwhen inter‑
preting the results obtained. This is confirmation bias or apophenia (the perceptual action
of finding regularity and relevance in random or meaningless information). Although we
have carefully identified them, these biases are still an unsolved problem associated with
NLP [54]. The third limitation in the study is related to conducting a single case study
of AI adoption by the Japanese business sector. Therefore, the validity of the five‑stage
model must be improved. In particular, the contribution to innovation theory must be lim‑
ited because the amount of text was reduced when the data were classified by the adopter
category. In this regard, it is important to include different cases.

5.4. Further Research
Future research should be conducted on the reversibility of the five‑stage model. By

reversibility, wemean the possibility that firmsmight regress to earlier stages in themodel
under certain conditions, such as market disruptions or internal strategic shifts. In our
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study, the change in perceptions of adoption is linear. However, when the perspective is
more micro, the stages may return. In strategic management theory, three approaches that
do not fall under the linearmodel have also been proposed: dynamic capability theory [55],
lean startup [56], and game theory‑based strategies [57]. Therefore, a theoretical investiga‑
tion iswarranted intowhether ourmodel is reversible and, if so, underwhat conditions it is
reversible. Such research could offer valuable insights into the dynamic nature of strategic
decision making in rapidly evolving technological landscapes.

The second direction of further research is to analyze the relationship between the
employer category variables and hiring speed, among others. For example, firm size is
negatively related to the speed of decision‑making [58], and firm age is negatively related
to the speed of organizational change [59]. If these studies are used as support, it is possible
that smaller and younger firms adopt AI earlier in the process. Another possible research
direction would be to use the adopter category as an explanatory variable. Understand‑
ing these relationships could offer valuable insights into businesses’ strategic decisions
regarding innovations.

The third objective is to reveal society’s changing perceptions by analyzing other ac‑
tors’ perceptions. While this study obtained the perceptions of the Japanese business sec‑
tor, it is possible to analyze the perceptions of society through perceptions of media from
newspapers, of politicians from parliamentary proceedings, of administrative organiza‑
tions from white papers, and of researchers from academic papers. Then, it will become
clear who led innovation adoption. Firms may be ahead of other actors in adopting inno‑
vations, or organizational processes may have delayed their adoption. By collecting texts
from diverse actors, it may be possible to depict changes in society’s overall perception
of innovations.

6. Conclusions
Since AI will bring about major societal changes, it is important to explore the percep‑

tions of the main actors in the development and use of AI‑related technologies. This study
explores how the perception of AI in the Japanese business sector has changed over time
to assess the speed of AI adoption.

Text mining of Japanese firms’ annual/quarterly reports revealed that the perception
of AI throughout the business sector has shifted from recognition to monetization in the
five‑stage model. We also found that perceptions can change by adopter category accord‑
ing to innovator theory.

This finding contributes to clarifying the perception of innovation across the business
sector and enabling awareness of less visible areas. In addition, the adoption process af‑
fects the speed of adoption by each firm, which in turn affects the diffusion of innovation
throughout society. It also has implications for policymakers to lead innovation‑mediated
social change.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Organized words.

Original Term English Meanings of Original
Terms Organized Term English Meanings of Organized

Terms

artificial intelligence ai
人工知能 artificial intelligence ai

デジタルトランス
フォーメーション

digital transformation dx

robotic process automation rpa
ロボティック�プロセス�オートメーション robotic process automation rpa

cloud クラウド cloud
deep learning ディープラーニング deep learning

技術 technology テクノロジー technology
事業 business ビジネス business
企業 firm 会社 firm

management 経営 management
マネージメント management 経営 management
マネジメント management 経営 management
業界 industry 産業 industry
新しい new 新規 new
新た new 新規 new
解析 analysis 分析 analysis
領域 area 分野 area

Appendix B

Table A2. Japanese–English correspondence table.

English Japanese English Japanese English Japanese

accounting 会計 goods 商品 production 生産
activity 活動 group グループ quarter 四半期
add 加える growth 成長 realize 実現

administration 管理 hereafter 今後 recognition 認識

advance 進める
human
resource 人材 relevant 関連

AI ai image 画像 research 研究
aim at 目指す implementation 推進 revenue 収益
analysis 分析 improvement 向上 robot ロボット
attempt 図る increase 増加 RPA rpa
auto 自動 industry 産業 sales 販売
basis 基盤 information 情報 segment セグメント

big data ビッグデータ innovation 革新 service サービス
building‑up 構築 internet インターネット situation 状況
business ビジネス introduce 導入 society 社会
change 変化 investment 投資 solution ソリューション
cloud クラウド IoT iot sound 音声

consolidated 連結 issue 課題 start 開始
corporation 株式会社 IT it strategy 戦略
customer 顧客 management 経営 strengthen 強化
data データ market 市場 subsidiary 子会社

dealing with 対応 medical 医療 support 支援
demand 需要 needs ニーズ system システム

deployment 展開 net sales 売上 tackle 取り組む
development 開発 new 新規 task 業務

digital デジタル offer 提供 technology テクノロジー
DX dx operation 営業 telecommunication 通信

efficiency 効率 our firm 当社 tie‑up 提携
environment 環境 period 期間 turn toward 向ける
expansion 拡大 platform プラットフォーム usage 利用

field 分野 positive 積極 use 活用
firm 会社 possible 可能 value 価値

function 機能 product 製品
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